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Acknowledged by many promotional distributors as the leader in
safety, quality and innovation, PowerStick is also highly regarded for
its creativity in branding and packaging.
PowerStick is the winner of nine CES Innovations and Engineering
awards, has been awarded the 2016 Peernet Outstanding Supplier
Award, 2015 Peernet Preferred Partner of the Year Award and the
2016 Jack Nadel Creative Partner of the Year.
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FORD MUSTANG 50TH
ANNIVERSARY

OVERVIEW

STRATEGIC SOLUTION

2015 was the 50th Anniversary Year for the venerable Mustang. It
is a vehicle that has remained a customer favorite since 1965. BDA
was given the responsibility of providing promotional items that
would be in keeping with this milestone event.

PowerStick suggested a portable power charger, custom designed
to reflect the grill of the Mustang.

OBJECTIVE
The Mustang Marketing Team at Ford was seeking a high value gift
for journalists, executives and industry insiders.

In addition, PowerStick proposed the inclusion of its patented flash
memory so images and videos of Mustang’s 50-year history could
be stored. In support of those recommendations, PowerStick produced a brochure and a product prototype for the client. While the
client liked the concept, they decided to modify the charger design
to feature the Mustang Pony instead of the grill. It was felt that the
Pony would be more universally recognized.
In the end, Ford contracted with BDA and PowerStick for the
custom charger “HorsePower” and produced them in Wimbledon
White, Kona Blue and Fire Red, with special packaging.
The Mustang team was extremely pleased with the creativity and
quality of the product and the ability of both BDA and PowerStick to
execute this contract flawlessly.
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CISCO WORLDWIDE
ACHIEVER AWARDS

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVE

Cisco Systems, Inc. is an American multinational technology company headquartered in San Jose, California, that designs, manufactures and sells networking equipment.

Cisco has a worldwide sales force operating in 85 countries. Each
year it awards high achievers with “Sales Champion” awards.

It is considered to be the largest networking company in the world.

Onyx Worldwide was selected to source 5,000 unique technology
gifts that could be drop-shipped to 85 countries, and be able to
function in a multitude of electrical connections.
STRATEGIC SOLUTION
PowerStick proposed its PowerTrip three-way charger product, a
CES Innovations and Engineering award-winner, along with a multiplug electrical adapter.
Cisco selected the PowerTrip for this program, describing it to their
achievers as:
“PowerTrip – innovative, solar electric powered charging station
for your mobile phone, camera or notebook with international
adapters.”
The contract was awarded to Onyx Worldwide and between them
and PowerStick, 5,000 Cisco Achievers received a useful piece of
technology that would benefit them at both work and play.
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BUICK LEASE RENEWAL
INCENTIVE

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVE

Buick, formally the Buick Motor Division, is an upscale automobile
brand of the American manufacturer General Motors (GM).

Buick had a considerable number of leases on their vehicles, with
less than six months remaining. Its intelligence told them that
many of these lessees were in danger of moving to another vehicle
at the end of their term.

For much of its existence in the North American market, Buick
has been marketed as a premium automobile brand, selling luxury
vehicles positioned above GM’s mainstream brands. Buick retains
the distinction of being the oldest active American marque of
automobiles.

The company wanted to create a practical gift that could be sent to
each lessee to both thank them for their business and encourage
them to renew with the Buick brand.
STRATEGIC SOLUTION
PowerStick proposed its patented PowerStick+ combination charger/flash memory device.
On the flash memory would be stored information and specifications of the new vehicle line-up, as well as financing packages
available. The charger elements would be sufficient to provide a
full charge to their mobile device. Furthermore, each PowerStick+
would be sent in a customized sleeve directly to each individual
Buick owner.
Buick was thrilled with the solution proposed and PowerStick dropshipped 4,000 of their PowerStick+ products to GM leaseholders.
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US ARMY SPECIAL
FORCES NETT WARRIOR

OVERVIEW
The Nett Warrior is an integrated dismounted situational awareness and mission command system for use during combat
operations.
Designed as a tool for leaders, Nett Warrior provides unparalleled
situational awareness and mission command capabilities to the
dismounted leader. This permits faster and more accurate decisions during the tactical fight.
OBJECTIVE
Nett Warrior needed a system with the ability to graphically display the
location of a soldier’s location on a digital geo-referenced map image.

Additional soldier, platform and unit locations would also be displayed on the digital user interface.
Two pieces of gear would be required; a phone end user device to
display map images (Samsung Note was selected), and a portable
power charger with built-in flash memory
STRATEGIC SOLUTION
PowerStick proposed its PowerStick+ portable charger with 16GB
of patented flash memory.
This combination permits the transfer of map images from the
PowerStick+ in real-time as well as the constant powering of the
Samsung Note phone. The PowerStick+ has been deployed in the
world’s trouble spots for some time now, and as the map data gets
larger, the Army is looking at larger flash memory options.
Powerstick’s participation in the Nett Warrior program has provided
the Special Forces with advanced navigation and information sharing capabilities.
Furthermore, leaders are able to avoid fratricide and are more
effective and more lethal in the execution of their combat missions.
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BOSTON SCIENTIFIC
SELECTS MOSAIC

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVE

The Boston Scientific Corporation is a worldwide developer, manufacturer and marketer of medical devices whose products are used
in a range of interventional medical specialties.

Boston Scientific were hosting 2,500 members of their sales teams
at a national sales meeting.

Boston Scientific is dedicated to transforming lives through innovative medical solutions that improve the health of patients around
the world.

They wished to give each attendee a gift that represented a unique
piece of technology.
STRATEGIC SOLUTION
PowerStick proposed numerous unique technology items that fell
within Boston Scientific’s budget range.
While the product was outside of the budget range, PowerStick
also proposed its brand new Mosaic media player, streamer and
charger.
Jack Nadel agreed that the quality and uniqueness of Mosaic
would make a perfect gift, and proposed it to their client.
After reviewing a spec sample, Boston Scientific agreed, and while
it was significantly over their original budget, they requisitioned
2,500 Mosaic units for their sales event.
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COCA-COLA
#SHAREACOKE

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVE

The Coca-cola Company is a global leader in the beverage industry,
selling products in over 200 countries.

Each year, Coca-Cola conducts its “Share a Coke” tour at different
music festivals across the country.

Best known for its namesake product, Coca-Cola, the company represents over 350 brands of non-alcoholic beverages, concentrates
and syrups.

The challenge is to develop products that represent the campaign,
and in turn, enhance the brand.
Working with the distributor, PowerStick proposed items that would
both appeal to young and savvy festival-goers, and that could be
used at the festivals.
STRATEGIC SOLUTION
After reviewing many options, Coca-Cola selected the Click, by
PowerStick.
The Click is a Bluetooth camera shutter remote that permits users
to take photos with their smart phones from up to 30 feet away.
As the Click is used to snap photos, it is a great item to use with
social media campaigns.
Coca-Cola distributed the Click with the hashtag #shareaCoke, to
encourage photo uploads to social media and create a bigger buzz
for the brand.
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MR. ROBOT
USA NETWORK

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVE

Mr. Robot is an American thriller-drama television series that airs
on the USA Network.

USA Network was looking to reach out to advertising executives
across the country in a new and innovative way to promote the
upcoming season of Mr. Robot.
They asked Axis Promotions to source a piece of technology that
was both portable and multi-functional.
STRATEGIC SOLUTION
PowerStick proposed its Mosaic Media Hub, pre-loaded with all
episodes of the Mr. Robot season.
PowerStick would not only load every Mosaic with all episodes of
the show’s season, but individually drop ship each Mosaic to advertisers across the country.
USA Networks loved the spec samples provided, and proceeded to
order a significant quantity.
The client was extremely pleased with the individual Mosaics and
the overall campaign.
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ACC-BIG 10 WOMEN’S
CHALLENGE

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVE

The ACC-Big Ten Women’s Challenge is an in-season NCAA
Women’s college basketball series, established in 2007, that
matches up teams from the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) and
the Big Ten Conference.

The conference organizers wanted to find new and innovative technology pieces that would appeal to Athletes, Coaches and VIP’s.
They also wanted items that would reward the teams’ accomplishment in qualifying for this prestigious event.
STRATEGIC SOLUTION
New Clients approached PowerStick for an appropriate product
and very quickly Mosaic became the obvious choice.
The Mosaic would be a product that none of the recipients would
have seen before, and it was technology that ticked all the boxes;
business, study and personal entertainment. As an added bonus,
it would keep all their mobile devices charged while at the tourney
and away from main power sources.
The ACC-Big Ten loved the proposed item and ordered not only 675
for the women’s event, but an additional quantity for the men’s.
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AIR NEW ZEALAND
SELECTS POWERSTICK

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVE

Air New Zealand is the national airline of New Zealand.

Each year Air New Zealand selects a product to reward their highest value customers.

Based in Auckland, the airline operates scheduled passenger flights
to 22 domestic and 29 international destinations in 16 countries.

They were looking to select a gift that was technologically driven,
environmentally friendly and had a level of value and use suitable
for their busy executive clients.
STRATEGIC SOLUTION
Air New Zealand discovered the original PowerStick and purchased
several thousand black chargers with the Koru logo.
The PowerStick was so popular it sold out well before the deadline.
Due to its popularity, the PowerStick went on to also retail through
the Air New Zealand Frequent Flyer Magazine and in every Air New
Zealand Business Club lounge in New Zealand and around the
world.
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FORDPASS

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVE

FordPass® is a new platform that will empower people to rethink
the way they move. Through a collection of personal, digital and
physical solutions, FordPass will provide more mobility options
than previously thought possible.

As an integral part of the FordPass program, a series of incentives,
known as FordPerks, were required to incentivize those who signed
up for the portal.

The FordPass Marketplace will be a one-stop mobility marketplace
for a range of solutions to make driving easier — from vehicle
controls on properly equipped vehicles, to smart parking reservations. Additionally, a team of experts will be available to help
provide FordPass mobility services via live chat or phone through
FordGuides.
What’s more, FordPass Perks will recognize members by providing
exclusive access to experiences and merchandise to make mobility
more rewarding by working with PowerStick.com and others.

FordPass Perks will recognize members by providing exclusive
access to experiences and merchandise to make mobility more
rewarding by working with PowerStick and others.
STRATEGIC SOLUTION
PowerStick was asked to propose perk solutions that were compatible with the FordPass objectives, and that would be useful in
any corner of the globe.
Three PowerStick PREMIO products were ultimately selected for
the program: the Click remote shutter, the Loop with MFI Lightning
tip and the Beagle Bluetooth tracker.
The FordPerks program for the United States has been a great success, and over the next nine months, similar roll-outs will be done in
other parts of the world.

